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Synopsis

My name is Mac Brennan, and before I woke up with a black as pitch arm covered in demonic tattoos I didn’t remember getting, I fell in love with a girl who was brutally gunned down by a warlord and left to die a desert. Or so I thought. Turns out, she made a deal with a demon to save her life. Guess we weren’t so different after all. Her deal is simple. If she wants to live, she must destroy everything I hold dear. Well, if it’s destruction she wants, it’s destruction she’ll get.* Book 1: Cursed (ASIN: B01BK6PW6Y) is on sale for only $0.99!* Book 6: Hellbound (ASIN: B01KBLSQXU) is on preorder for only $3.99!*
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Customer Reviews

I received Claimed as a free copy from the author. The gifting did not determine the review/rating, which reflects my honest opinion. Another excellent installment of the Thrice-cursed Mage series. The plot was great and Mac was his usual egotistical, steam-roller self -- and I loved it. I skipped a few books in the series, but had no problem catching up to the action; Cipriano gave enough backstory to keep me informed of the current threads. Some of the fights seem to drag out longer than I like, but the sequences are well done and mixed up so I don’t feel he’s copying and pasting
blocks of action scenes.

Claimed is a solid and consistent continuation of this series. Troubles continue. The book could stand on its own but is much better if you have read the previous books. Pace is tremendous, I read the entire book over the weekend. The books ends in a cliff-hanger, can't wait to read the next installment.

Can I strangle the author???? So close but yet still leaving us hanging.....some answers, more questions....this poor "good guy" demon must be related to not only Murphy, but marine Murphy....the divers out there will understand! Maybe even demon Murphy...if you don’t scream, Nooooooooo....at the end, your not human!

Mac wakes up in the morgue on the first page. You would think that it can't get any worse after that, but his day is just beginning to go downhill. JA Cipriano develops characters with snarky humor and plenty of character. His storylines are always fast paced, packed with action and a lot of firepower! Claimed follows that successful formula. Jack, the Vampire, joins the fun and Maya returns, as Mac goes up against the Circle of 7 and The Harbinger. Along the way are more deals with demons and gets new toys and uses new powers. (I especially loved the "Trouble" dice on the top of Gammon's cane!) I don't think I'd want to go have a drink with Mac with his penchant for having Murphy drop his law on him at inopportune times, but if I'm ever in a fight, Mac & his hellfire would be a big asset!

I received this book free for an honest review. The only thing that bothered me was that it ended & now I have to wait for the next one to see what happens through the portal.

I've been reading this series since the 1st book came out & I still love it. This book is a great example of why. As a giant nerd myself, I loved the random examples of nerdiness like the mentions of real Marvel comics, the Preacher series, and the mention of the Lannisters & their regards. The Maya situation really upset me though. She was an interesting character & I enjoyed both learning more about her history and the hilarious moments with the Baal balls salve and the organic cider out of cat skulls scene. But then Mac just had to pull a Spidey & Gwen Stacy... I'm really looking forward to the next book. I want to see how Mac gets out of his latest crappy situation and I also am really hoping to learn more about the cat demon in his head. This was totally a good read, as were its predecessors.
Mac Brennan is driving me insane! The poor heroic idiot really can't catch a break. This book is non-stop, gory and splatter filled, yet it is funny and occasionally a bit heart warming. You certainly can’t say that this story is slow going or even gives you chance to take a breath! When I reached the end I cursed the author, how can he do this to us...again? Brilliant but cruel.*This was an ARC, my opinions are my own.*

Mac made a deal with a demon who now resides in his brain. He has made another deal with her and in the process has become more attached to her. He is working for a demon who wants Mac to kill another one and his 7 lower demons so that Mammon can get full control of Las Vegas. There’s only one of the lower demons left to kill and she happens to be Mac’s ex girlfriend, which is making it very hard to kill her.

well this left me wondering if there will be more.. it was awesome.. i felt as if i was a part of this story.. the characters feelings were mine.. their problems i felt with them.. their love.. their sadness.. all of it.. i felt like it was me doing it.. it was wonderful and im so glad i got to review it
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